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QUESTION 1

Your customer would like to run incident report with up to five years of data on incidents and activity for a given agent
regardless of whether an agent has left the company. Your customer is not sure what they need to do to keep from
deleting data for agents that have left the company. 

Identify which option would allow your customer to administer the staff accounts to enable the reporting abilities they
require. 

A. Disabled from Assignment 

B. Disabled from Assignment and Report Filters 

C. Permanently Disabled 

D. Do not disable, but lock the staff account 

E. Reassign the old incidents to another staff accounts called Former Employee 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Your customer wants to set a disposition and add specific standard text item automatically based on a given endpoint
within guided Assistant path info the response thread. 

What are the two steps required to complete this request? 

A. Create a Named Event to fire each end point of the Guide. 

B. Use an Incident Business rule to fire a named event and populate the standard text to the message thread. 

C. Use Agent Workspace rule to populate the standard text to the message thread and set the disposition when the
named event is fired. 

D. Use Agent Workflow to populate the disposition and populate the standard text based on the named event in the
guide. 

E. Use a workplace rule to create a pop-up box reminding the agent to select the disposition and make the disposition
field required on the incident workplace. 

Correct Answer: AC 

Note: 

* To create a simple rule using named events, open a test incident workspace and: 

1.

 Create a rule to fire a named event: 

Create a simple rule like: when Incident.Subject changes then fire a Named Event value "SubjectChanged". 
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To set the name of the named event, click on the link: "named event" in the "Then Actions" tab of the rule designer. 

After this you will see the name you entered as the rule action, such as "This rule will fire SubjectChanged named
event." 

2.

 Create a second rule to take action on the named event from above: 

Create a rule like: when "SubjectChanged" named event fires then set Incident Status = Updated. 

To set the rule to fire on this named event, select "A named event fires" from the "When" tab of the rule designer. 

Enter "SubjectChanged" as the named event value (to match the rule above). Set a rule action (in the "Then Actions"
tab of the rule designer) such as: set Incident Status = Updated. 

When you test this workspace you should see that the incident status is set to "Updated" after you change the Incident
subject. 

 

QUESTION 3

Your customer has five active agents, one agent profile, three products, and three incident queues (queue1, queue2,
and queue3). 

Their incidents are directed to each queue based on their three products. 

Each product is assigned a unique queue. 

The priority of queue to be worked are queue 1, queue2, and queue3. 

Identify which two items will solve this problem. 

A. Change the full policy for the agent profile to manual and instruct at least one of the agents to pull queue3. 

B. Change the pull policy for the agent profile to ""First Due. 

C. Create an escalation rule for the agent profile to "First Due". 

D. Create a new agent profile that has a reverse queue order and assign at least one agent to the new profile. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 4

Your customer requested that you create a new report and make it available in the agent\\'s navigation set. You create
the report and add it to the agent\\'s navigation set. However, the agents cannot see the new report. Select three actions
you must perform to identify the reason the report does not display for the agents. 

A. Request the agents to log off andlog back on. 

B. Check the Customize Navigation Sets selection. 

C. Review the navigation set in the profile to ensure it matches the navigation set you updated. 
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D. Validate the Analytics permissions set for the report 

E. Review the filters in the report to ensure the Assign field selection is set to Logged In. 

F. Verify that profile permissions in Service has a check for "Read" under Incidents. 

Correct Answer: CDE 

Note: 

*The staff members assigned to the profile have access to only those reports and items defined in their profile\\'s
navigation set unless you allow staff members with that profile to customize their navigation set. 

*Navigation sets control the navigation lists and buttons that staff members see on the navigation pane of the RightNow
CX Console. 

Navigation sets can be created for staff members who have any combination of responsibilities, and can be assigned to
staff members in their profiles. Every staff member has a profile, and every profile must include a navigation set that all
staff members with that profile use when they work in RightNow CX. A navigation set is a combination of navigation
buttons and their associated navigation lists. 

 

QUESTION 5

Your customer\\'s site consists of four business units using four different interfaces. 

To avoid any configuration changes affecting other business units they have created four test environments for all
system changes to be deployed and tested for each business unit before moving and changes into production. 

Following the standard deployment method, how many deployments (excluding the copy between environments) must
take place for the changes to be live in production, if they are customer portal changes for each of the four interfaces on 

each of the four environments? 

A. 28 

B. 30 

C. 32 

D. 34 

E. 36 

F. 38 

G. 40 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Your customer has two different typesof end customersthat will be visitingtheir knowledgebasewebsite. 
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The types are "public customers"and "registeredcustomers". 

They would like to presentadditional knowledgebase answersto the registeredcustomers. 

Choose the two statements required to set up this type of environment. 

A. Set up an access level without customer visibility and assign it to the registered customer answers. 

B. Ensure registered customers in to the knowledgebase website and are assigned a service level with the access level
to their account. 

C. Create special Products and Categories for the registered customer answers. 

D. Set up an access level without customer visibility and assign it to all the customer answers. 

E. Create a special public answer status for the registered customer answers. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 7

Identify which option describes a valid use of the disposition field. 

A. Describe the topic of knowledgebase answers 

B. Describe the classification of incidents 

C. The customer selected the nature of the question 

D. Describe the status of the customer question 

Correct Answer: BD 

Explanation: B: If agents are required to select from a certain subset of dispositions when solving incidents, you could
create a workspacerule to make the Disposition field required and hide several of its itemswhen incidents are set to
Solved. 

 

QUESTION 8

Your customer wouldlike you toalter the createaccount page. 
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They would like you to changethe followingItems: 

Custom fields: (display only these two fields) Contacts.free_trial (Not Required) Contacts.contact_okay (Not required) 

Standard fields: Contact.email_alt1(Required) Contacts.email_alt2(Not required) Contacts.ph_mobile(Not required)
Contacts.ph_home(Required) Name (Not required) 

Identify the option thatcorrectlyreflects the changesrequested by the customer. 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: contacts.email_alt1 OK. 

contacts.email_alt2 OK. 

Contacts.contact_okay OK. 

Etc. 

Incorrect: 

Not A:Contacts.contact_okaynot specified. 

Not B:contacts.email_alt1, contacts.email_alt2 not specified. 

Not D:Contacts.contact_okaynot specified. 

 

QUESTION 9

Incident#120703-002539 was submittedon Tuesday, July 3,2012at 1:00 pm. 

At what time the initial Response Due (incidents.rel_due) field be stamped using the response requirements shown? 
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A. Tuesday, July 3, 2012 at 9:00 pm 

B. Wednesday, July 4, 2012 at 12:00 pm 

C. Thursday, July 5, 2012 at 12:00 pm 

D. Thursday, July 5, 2012 at 1:00 pm 

E. Saturday, July 7, 2012 at 12:00 pm 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: * From the exhibit we see that the response time is 480 minutes (6 hours). 

*

 From the exhibit we see that the resolution time is 1440 minutes (24hours). *incidents.rel_due is the result of the
calculation that RN makes to tell you when an Incident is due for a response. 

*

 The best thing to do in this instance is adjust the response requirements and SLA level to suit. In the SLA edit function,
you can tell the system the working hours that are used, i.e. Monday to Friday, 0900 - 1700. Also under the SLA edit, in
Response Requirements you\\'ll see Response and Resolution Time. Set these to the working number of minutes. So,
for example. If you did do 9-5 during a working day, you\\'re going to want to set this to 8x60x5 (2400). Also, do the
same in the Response Requirements edit (above the Service Level Agreements in the Configuration tab).You\\'ll find
both of these functions under Service in the Configuration tab.What this will do is tell the system to start counting, but
only during working hours. So, if an incidentcomes in outside of your working hours, say 11pm, it won\\'t start the clock
until 0900 the following morning. 

 

QUESTION 10

Which incident field is designed to be used by your customer to standardize tracking of how incidents are resolved? 

A. Response Message 

B. SLA Instance 

C. Severity 

D. Disposition 

E. Source 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: When you add an incident, you create a record of both the customer\\'s question and your response, which
can helpyour organization track how the incident is resolved. 

 

QUESTION 11

Yourcustomerwould likeyou to createa workflowfollowing these requirements: 
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Requirement 1:The workflowwill allow the agentto switch between workspacesby clickingthe "Select Workspace"button. 

Requirement2:The agent can launch thescriptboth within theworkspace as well asby leaving theworkspacewhile
stillinside the workflow. 

Requirement 3:The workflowmust captureall phone data providedto the agent in their desktopsoftphoneapplication. 

DSN 

ANI Language Exit reason Transfer From Transfer Notes 

Requirement 4:If a contact record exists,the workflowmust loadthe contactfound asthe contact for the incident.
Requirement 5:If a contact recordis not found, the contact will be createdwith all the data captured from softphone. Your
customer is not willingto purchase or deploycustomobjects to manageany data coming from their CTI integration. 

Identify which three requirements can be accomplished through the use of standard workflow/workspace functionality. 

A. Requirement 1 

B. Requirement 2 

C. Requirement 3 

D. Requirement 4 

E. Requirement 5 

Correct Answer: ABD 

Note: 

*A desktop workflow is a sequence of workspaces, scripts, decisions, and actions ?even other embedded workflows
?that supports a business process. Using an intuitive design interface, you define a workflow by assembling a set of 

elements into a logical order to form a flow diagram, then adding decision logic to advance the flow. 

 

QUESTION 12

Your customer wants you to separate their contact records by development. 

You determine that to enable this functionality, you need to implement a new custom field, and that the field will need to
be available to agents to enter and maintain the values. 

Select the four steps to accomplish this. 

A. Create a "department" custom field in the incident table. 

B. Set the custom field data type to Text Field. 

C. Create a navigation set that includes the "department" custom field. 

D. Update the Context Workspace with the new "department" custom field. 

E. Create a "department" custom Field in the contact table. 
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F. Add a name and a column name for the new custom field. 

Correct Answer: ABDF 

Note: 

*Custom Fields 

Custom Fields are created in the knowledge base to allow the collection of business- specific information, to best meet
the organization\\'s needs. 

After being created, custom fields can be added to workspaces(D)and scripts, be used as search filters in reports, or as
audience filters in RightNow Marketing and RightNow Feedback. 

When creating a custom field, Admins can specify whether it is visible and editable on the Agent Desktop and, for some
custom fields, visible and available to gather details on the Customer Portal. 

Admins can also specify a data type for the field, choose whether the field is required or not, and set a default value. 

Text field data types allow you to create an input mask to require that information entered in the field matches a defined
format. 

When Admins add or edit custom fields, those modifications may be completed in real time or scheduled and performed
in the background. 

*When adding custom fields, there are several visibility options. The visibility options define where and how custom
fields are presented on the Agent Desktop and the Customer Portal. For example, you can make a contact custom field 

visible to staff members when adding an incident, but restrict their ability to edit it. 

Custom fields with end-user visibility are displayed on the Customer Portal. If you display a custom field that is not
editable by customers, it does not appear on the Ask a Question page. There are other ways to determine visibility on
the 

Customer Portal, such as widgets and page code. 

Answer, incident, contact, opportunity, organization, sales quotes, and tasks custom fields must also be added to the
appropriate record\\'s workspace. 

 

QUESTION 13

Referring to custom fields in the system, identify the column identifier that indicates it is a custom field. 

A. CO$ 

B. C$ 

C. RN$ 

D. CF$ 

E. $C 

Correct Answer: B 
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Explanation: In the latest RightNow API (February 2012 and May 2012 release), one of the important changes we need
to be aware of is the structure of custom field and the query format in ROQL. In the older API version, all custom field
API name has a prefix of "c$". e.g, c$mycustomfield. You can query the custom field data out by using the following
ROQL: 

Select ID, c$mycustomfield FROM Contact; 

 

QUESTION 14

Your customerhas asked you to configure profilesforan Oracle RightNowCXCloud Service Engineimplementation. 

Your customer\\'s requirements: 

There will be two queues. 

Allincidents will be pulled by the agents. 

Delivery is based on theduedate assigned to the incident. 

No agent will be allowed to work on more than five incidents at a time. 

Select two configurations needed to accomplish this. 

A. Set Pull Policy to Strict priority 

B. Set Pull Policy to First Due 

C. Set Pull Policy to Manual 

D. Set Pull Quantity to 5 

E. Set Inbox Limit to 5 

F. Set Pull Quantity to 2 

G. Set Inbox Limit to 2 

Correct Answer: CD 

Explanation: C: from scenario:Allincidents will be pulled by the agents. 

D: from scenario:No agent will be allowed to work on more than five incidents at a time. 

 

QUESTION 15
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Which two statements are true about the Oracle RightNow CX Cloud Service Application button? 

A. Contains shortcuts for adding records and items to the knowledge base 

B. Provides context-sensitive help 

C. Provides quick access to any of the interfaces defined for your application 

D. Can include shortcuts to commonly used reports 

Correct Answer: CD 
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